
The Age of Insurance Agents —  
A Big Problem !

For years industry executives have been pushing to 
grow the industry younger. It’s not working. Agencies 
are having more trouble getting younger than 
companies. A study from MarshBerry says the average 
age of today’s insurance agent is 59.  !
That means a quarter of the industry is set to retire on — or about — 2018.  !
The study concludes that three young producers need to be hired for every person 
working today to even break even in 2018. “This data makes it clear that agencies 
cannot afford to continue to do business as usual when it comes to hiring new 
producers. The most relevant agencies of the next decade will not only hire 
aggressively in the short-term, they will work to improve their retention in the long-term 
to ensure success,” the MarshBerry report stated.  !
That won’t be easy.  !
The Institutes and the Griffith Insurance Education Foundation did a study on why. It 
found that young graduates and millennials who are now employed have a very low 
opinion of the insurance industry. The two groups conclude that to win the industry 
needs to rebrand itself. There needs to be less focus on a job selling insurance. The 
new help wanted ads should talk about career development, problem-solving and 
helping people.  !
“Messages need to avoid a focus on selling insurance, as this was the most common 
reason why millennials were not interested in working in the insurance industry. Also, 
the messaging needs to combat the image of a boring industry,” the report said.  !
Sharon Emek runs Working at Home Vintage Employees (WAHVE). Her company 
connects young workers with independent agencies. Emek told Insurance Business 
another plus insurance has for young people and working millennials is that people can 
work at home. Push that and you may see a lot of new talent knocking on the insurance 
door.  !
“If they know they’re working for an agency that offers the opportunity to have a career 
with flexibility, you will definitely have more young hires. It’s a good opportunity for 
young people to be mentored by aging workers with institutional knowledge, while 
having them stay engaged with the industry as long as possible.” !!


